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Abstract 10 

The use of viscous dampers to mitigate cable vibrations on cable-stayed bridges is very 11 

popular. A viscous damper attached to a stay cable results in complex mode shapes. Such 12 

complexity could affect the dynamic stability of the cable under wind action, yet it is neglected 13 

in conventional galloping analysis. A general framework to investigate the problem of 14 

galloping of a stay cable with an attached viscous damper is therefore developed. Aerodynamic 15 

forces on the complex modes are considered, including aeroelastic coupling between the 16 

modes. A numerical example for an ice-accreted stay cable with a damper shows that 17 

conventional galloping analysis overestimates the critical wind speed for galloping occurrence. 18 

The complexity of the mode shapes gives rise to the cable being more unstable than ignoring 19 

it by treating the mode shapes as real. 20 
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Introduction 28 

Stay cables, such as members of cable-stayed bridges, are vulnerable to large vibrations as their 29 

inherent damping is very low. A solution widely used in practice to reduce the vibrations is to 30 

install a viscous damper transversely to the cable near the cable anchorage. Such a damper is 31 

designed to have a damping coefficient that can be optimally tuned for maximum damping 32 

ratio of one targeted mode of vibration. Many investigations, e.g. Carne (1981); Krenk (2000); 33 

Main and Jones (2002); Pacheco et al. (1993); Uno et al. (1991); Yoneda and Maeda (1989), 34 

have been proposed to understand the natural dynamic properties of a cable with an attached 35 

viscous damper in free vibration and then to design an optimal damper. Meanwhile, based on 36 

the authors’ knowledge, its dynamic behaviour under wind action has never been discussed. 37 

This is an important issue as cables are very susceptible to wind, and cable-wind interaction is 38 

the main cause of the violent vibration of cables which can result in galloping instability 39 

(Caetano 2007; Fujino et al. 2012). 40 

In the efforts to find the damping properties of the cable-damper system, the free vibration 41 

case has been analysed to solve the eigenvalue problem, in which the cable is usually modelled 42 

as a taut string. The first study is credited to Carne (1981). He formulated the complex 43 

eigenvalue problem and provided an approximate solution through a numerical procedure. The 44 

damping ratio of the first mode was then given. Subsequently, Yoneda and Maeda (1989) and 45 

Uno et al. (1991) used a numerical approach to identify the optimal modal damping which 46 

depends on the distance between the damper and the cable anchorage. Pacheco et al. (1993) 47 

used the Galerkin method to estimate the complex frequencies of the cable-damper system and 48 

then introduced a universal curve which links the normalized modal damping ratio of the target 49 

mode with the normalized damping coefficient of the attached damper. The universal curve 50 

provided a very efficient tool for the design of the damper. This curve was then formulated 51 

analytically by Krenk (2000), in which the asymptotic solution for the free vibration of the 52 

cable-damper system was derived, using complex modes and assuming that the damper 53 

location is near the cable anchorage. 54 
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In galloping analysis, the most used method in practice is the Glauert-Den Hartog criterion, 55 

in which the structure is prone to galloping in the across-wind direction when the aerodynamic 56 

damping is negative (Glauert 1919; Den Hartog 1932). By including the effect of Reynolds 57 

number and relative angle between the wind and structure, Macdonald and Larose (2006) 58 

generalised the across-wind galloping condition and applied it to inclined cables. Jones (1992) 59 

took into account the inherent coupling between along-wind and across-wind vibrations to 60 

derive the galloping condition for a two degree-of-freedom (2DOF) system when the two 61 

fundamental natural frequencies associated with along-wind and across-wind directions are 62 

identical (the resonant condition). More general frameworks to study the coupled galloping 63 

phenomena with 3DOF systems have been presented by Piccardo (1993), Yu et al. (1993a), Yu 64 

et al. (1993b). Applied to a variety of typical shapes of ice-accreted cables, the study 65 

emphasised the importance of the effect of the coupling between along-wind and across-wind 66 

effects. Luongo and Piccardo (2005) explained qualitatively the coupled translational galloping 67 

phenomenon studied by Jones (1992) with perturbation solutions for the resonant and non-68 

resonant conditions. Carassale et al. (2005) and Macdonald and Larose (2008a) generalised the 69 

2DOF galloping problem for cylinders that have arbitrary attitudes with respect to the wind. In 70 

particular, the later provided an analytical formula for the damping necessary to be added to a 71 

prismatic structure to prevent the occurrence of galloping in the general condition. Recently, 72 

Nguyen et al. (2015) developed a criterion for the coupled translational galloping condition for 73 

slender structures with generic cross-sections, taking into account structural eccentricities, 74 

modes shapes, higher modes and the variation of mass, width of cross-section and aerodynamic 75 

coefficients along the structure, which have not been included in previous studies.    76 

 It is important to note that there do not appear to have been any studies addressing 77 

galloping analysis that specifically include an attached damper, which results in complex 78 

modes. In galloping analysis, the cable is normally modelled on a modal basis with certain 79 

modal damping ratios, either as a two-dimensional cross-section problem or using real mode 80 

shapes. The Glauert-Den Hartog criterion has been mostly used in practice thanks to its 81 
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simplicity. Where vibrations in two planes have been consider implicitly, the modes shapes in 82 

the cable-damper plane have been treated as the same as those in the other cable plane. 83 

Allowing for the aeroelastic coupling between the planes, this results in the 2DOF resonant 84 

condition for the occurrence of galloping being independent from the mode shapes for uniform 85 

cables in uniform wind (Macdonald and Larose 2008a; Nikitas and Macdonald 2014). 86 

However, these approaches may incorrectly predict the galloping condition when there is a 87 

discrete damper present as they do not consider the complexity of the mode shapes which is a 88 

significant characteristic of a cable-damper system.  89 

This paper aims to formulate the problem of galloping instability of a stay cable with an 90 

attached viscous damper in each principal direction, taking into account the complex mode 91 

shapes, the aeroelastic forces and possible variations of width of cross-section and aerodynamic 92 

coefficients along the structure. First, the equation of motion of a taut cable with an attached 93 

damper, subjected to a general external force, is given and a method for calculating the complex 94 

modes is presented, which is a variation of previous methods. Then the aeroelastic forces, based 95 

on quasi-steady theory, are introduced and the condition for the occurrence of galloping of the 96 

coupled system under wind action is established. Finally, an application of the proposed theory 97 

to real cases of cables with ice accretion is presented and the effects of the addition of the 98 

damper, aeroelastic coupling of modes and the complexity of the mode shapes are discussed.  99 

To avoid confusion, in the rest of the paper the coupling between the two cable planes is 100 

referred to as "plane coupling" and the coupling between modes in a single plane is referred to 101 

as "modal coupling". 102 

  103 

Equation of motion and complex structural modes 104 

Consider an undamped stay cable, neglecting sag, with length L in a Cartesian coordinate 105 

system xyz as illustrated in Fig. 1, in which z is along the cable axis while y and x are 106 

translational principal axes. In the yz-plane, hereafter simply referred to as the y-plane, as is 107 

common, a viscous damper with damping coefficient c is attached to the cable at z=d.  108 
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The equation of motion of a taut cable with an attached viscous damper is usually 109 

formulated by modifying the equation of motion of an undamped taut string with the addition 110 

of the damping force and neglecting any inherent damping of the cable. The equation of motion 111 

in the cable-damper plane is expressed as (Pacheco et al. 1993): 112 

        , , ,,mq z t q fz t q z t z t     D K  (1) 113 

where m is the mass per unit length, assuming to be constant along the cable;   ,q z t  is the 114 

displacement; dot stands for time derivative; 2 2/T z  K  is a spatially differential stiffness 115 

operator; T is the tension force;  ,f z t is the external force;  c z d D , where  .  is the 116 

Dirac delta function.  117 

The boundary conditions are given by: 118 

        0, , 0; 0, , 0q t q L t q t q L t      (2) 119 

      , , ,T q d t q d t cq d t        (3) 120 

where the prime denotes the spatial derivative. 121 

For the system represented by Eq. (1), it is burdensome to derive the mode shapes which 122 

satisfy all the conditions given in Eq. (2)-(3). Krenk (2000) and Main and Jones (2002) 123 

considered the cable as two separated segments with two cable coordinates, to the left and right 124 

of the damper location (Fig. 1), and derived the mode shapes for each cable segment, which 125 

can each be treated as an undamped taut string. In their formulations, however, the derivatives 126 

of the mode shapes of the whole cable are not continuous functions, so it is not convenient to 127 

integrate them over the whole cable when necessary, e.g. for the evaluation of the response of 128 

a damper-cable system to external loads (Krenk 2004; Nielsen and Krenk 2003). To overcome 129 

this limitation and to avoid using more than one coordinate variable, the mode shape of the 130 

whole cable is expressed in a single function as: 131 

             , , ,n n n n nz z d L z L d z d z dd           H  (4) 132 

where  z dH  is the Heaviside function and  ,n z d is given by (Krenk 2000): 133 
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where n is the mode number; n  is the nth wave number, related to the nth eigenvalue n  of 135 

the system governed by Eq. (1) by i /n n m T   , being i the imaginary number. At this 136 

moment, n  is still unknown and will be discussed later. 137 

Then it is possible to differentiate  n z  at every point along the cable in the classical 138 

sense:  139 
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 (7) 141 

As a result, it is also possible to integrate terms of   n z  and  n z  along the whole 142 

length of the cable.  143 

To evaluate the response or stability of the cable-damper system, it is necessary to decouple 144 

Eq.(1) into single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems. Commonly, modal analysis is employed 145 

to decouple the equation of motion of a continuous system or a multi degree-of-freedom 146 

(MDOF) system into a set of second-order ordinary differential equations of SDOF systems. 147 

However, this approach can be applied only for classically damped systems, in which the mode 148 

shapes are real and orthogonal with respect to the mass. For a non-classically damped system, 149 

the mode shapes are not orthogonal with respect to the mass, so an alternative technique to deal 150 

with this issue is required, as introduced in the Appendix. This extends the modal 151 

decomposition method for a MDOF system, presented in the standard textbook by Hurty and 152 

Rubinstein (1964), to a continuous system. The decoupled equations of motion, in first-order 153 

form, instead of second-order form as in classical analysis, are then given by: 154 
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The eigenvalues n  can be expressed in terms of their real and imaginary parts (Igusa et al. 159 

1984; Pacheco et al. 1993; Veletsos and Ventura 1986): 160 

 2i 1nn n n       
 

  (11)  161 

where n n   is the modulus of n ; Re /n n n        is the modal damping ratio. 162 

The nth eigenvalue of a non-classically damped system given in Eq. (11) is expressed in the 163 

same form as that of a classically damped SDOF system with an undamped natural frequency 164 

n  and a damping ratio n . Its real part measures the rate of decay of the modal motion while 165 

its imaginary part quantifies the damped natural frequency. As n  here depends on the 166 

damping term, it is different from the natural frequency of the undamped system, i.e. the cable 167 

without the damper attached, which is  / /n TL m . When no damper is attached to the 168 

cable, n is equal to this value of the undamped frequency.   169 

It is worth remembering that the presence of the discrete damper results in complex 170 

eigenvalues and modes shapes in conjugate pairs. For an N-DOF system, there are N pairs of 171 

complex eigenvalues and N pairs of corresponding modes shapes. The conjugate of Eq.(8) is 172 

then given by:  173 

      1
; 1, 2,3...n n n n

n

p t p t f t n
g

    (12) 174 

where the overbar denotes the complex conjugate. 175 
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Finally, the solutions of Eqs. (8) and (12) can be found when the eigenvalues n are known. 176 

Generally, they can be determined numerically starting from the equilibrium condition Eq. (3) 177 

(Pacheco et al. 1993). For the special case that the damper is close to the anchorage, i.e. d<<L, 178 

the asymptotic solutions are given by Krenk (2000): 179 

 
2i 1
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 (13) 180 

where  / ; /nc Tm n d L    . 181 

Inserting Eq. (13) into Eq. (5) and then Eq. (4), the complex mode shapes of a cable with 182 

an attached damper close to the anchorage are identified in closed-forms. As an example, for a 183 

cable with an attached damper at d/L=0.08, Fig. 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of first 184 

two mode shapes in the cable-damper plane, i.e. y-plane, optimised for the first mode. The 185 

mode shapes are normalised such that their values at the damper location are unity. It can be 186 

seen that, at the damper location, there is a kink in the mode shape of each mode in the y-plane. 187 

This is due to the presence of the damper, leading to the discontinuity condition given in Eq. 188 

(3). On the other hand, the modes in the x-plane (strictly the xz-plane), in which no damper is 189 

attached, are real and sinusoidal. When the damper location tends to the cable anchorage, the 190 

real parts of the mode shapes in the y-plane tend to the corresponding mode shapes in the x-191 

plane, i.e. they become sinusoidal. The complex mode shapes shown herein agree with those 192 

previously presented by Krenk (2004) (but with the damper at a different location along the 193 

cable in this example). 194 

 195 

Coupled translational galloping analysis 196 

The structural response is a summation of all modal responses, which are grouped in conjugate 197 

pairs, e.g.        nn n nz p t z p t  . For a system with real mode shapes, it is demonstrated 198 

widely in the literature, e.g. in Hurty and Rubinstein (1964), that the imaginary parts of the 199 

modal responses cancel out in the total response. Consequently, it is possible to use only the 200 
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real terms to compute the total response. However, for a system with complex mode shapes, 201 

which result in phase differences between modal responses, the imaginary parts of  n z  and 202 

 np t contribute to the total response. This is demonstrated in the Appendix. As a consequence, 203 

all conjugate pairs of modal responses are involved in the galloping analysis presented below. 204 

The previous section described the motion of the cable with an attached damper in one 205 

plane. However, for coupled translational galloping analysis, which involves motion in both 206 

the x and y planes, it is more general to consider that one damper is attached in each plane. 207 

Mathematically, to identify a term related to the α-plane (α=x,y), a subscript α is added to that 208 

term. For example, cx and cy are the damping coefficients in the x-plane and y-plane, 209 

respectively. If there is no damper attached in the x-plane, then cx=0. This notation is used 210 

hereon.  211 

The situation is considered where the external load is an aeroelastic load resulting from the 212 

interaction between the wind and the structure. In this study, the wind is taken to be normal to 213 

the cable axis. Based on the quasi-steady assumption, this load is expressed in terms of the 214 

structural velocity.  Then, ignoring any nonlinear and torsional terms and assuming that there 215 

are in total N modes in the α-plane (α=x,y) contributing to the structural response, the nth modal 216 

loads for wind normal to the cable axis are given by: 217 
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 (14) 218 

where  , U z and  b z are the density of air, mean wind velocity and reference width of the 219 

cross-section of the cable, respectively, and 220 
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C  (23) 229 

in which   is the angle between the wind and the axis x; dC  and lC  are the drag and lift 230 

coefficients; dC  and lC  are their derivatives with respect to the angle of attack  , i.e. the 231 

angle between the wind and a reference line on the cross-section.  232 

In general, the aerodynamic coefficient matrix 0aC is full. Therefore the modal aeroelastic 233 

loads given in Eq.(14) involve the plane coupling. 234 

To formulate the galloping analysis problem, Eq. (14) is substituted into Eqs. (8) and (12), 235 

and the obtained equations can arranged in following matrix form: 236 

  AP BP 0  (24) 237 

where 238 
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 diag x x y y   A A A A A  (25) 239 

 1, 1, 2, 2, , ,... N Ng g g           A  (26) 240 

 a B G C  (27) 241 

 diag x x y y   G G G G G  (28) 242 

 1, 2, ,diag ... Ng g g      G  (29) 243 

     T

0

1

2 aa

L

U z b z dz  ΨC ΨC  (30) 244 

Galloping occurs, i.e. the system is unstable, if there exists an eigenvalue of Eq.(24), 245 

denoted , such that its real part, Re( ), is positive. The mean wind velocity at which Re( ) is 246 

zero is referred to as the critical wind velocity. The meaning of the critical wind velocity is that 247 

when it is lower than the mean wind velocity, the structure will gallop. Conventionally, the 248 

critical velocity is a constant value. However, for non-horizontal structures, the variation of 249 

mean wind velocity along the structure, governed by the mean wind profile, contributes to the 250 

eigenvalues of Eq. (24). It is therefore necessary to use a critical wind profile, which was first 251 

introduced in Nguyen et al. (2015), as: 252 

      cr cr eU z U z z   (31) 253 

where ze is a suitable reference height (not chosen in close proximity to the ground);  cr eU z254 

is the critical wind velocity at ze, and  z  is a non-dimensional function expressing the shape 255 

of the mean wind velocity profile, e.g. a power or logarithmic law. 256 

It is worth noting that for a uniform structure in uniform wind with the same mode shapes 257 

in each plane, the structural stability is unaffected by the modes shapes (Macdonald and Larose 258 

2008a; Nikitas and Macdonald 2014). However, if the cable has a damper attached in one plane, 259 

the mode shapes in the two planes are different. They then play a role in the structural stability 260 

even when theaerodynamic coefficients and wind velocity are constant. The reason comes from 261 
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the fact that the modes shapes are no longer orthogonal to each other (see the Appendix), so 262 

the relevant cross-terms in Eq. (24) are non-zero. 263 

It can be said that Eq.(24) governs the general problem of linear galloping instability of 264 

line-like structures, in which variation of the aerodynamic coefficients and mean wind velocity 265 

along the structure, the presence of dampers and the role of complex modes shapes are all taken 266 

into account. Its eigenvalues, which give conditions for the occurrence of galloping, can be 267 

therefore considered as rigorous solutions. As the full problem has not previously been 268 

addressed in the literature, it is useful to link the rigorous analysis with simplified ones, without 269 

the attached damper and/or without the plane coupling. For this purpose, two main cases are 270 

considered: 271 

Case 1: with damper. Only one damper is attached to the cable, in the y-plane. The mode 272 

shapes in the x-plane are hence real. Then the structural stability analysis can be conducted by 273 

solving the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (24) with the elimination of the following terms:  274 

(1.i). xA , xG  and xΦ  if the plane coupling is considered. 275 

(1.ii). xA , xA , xG , xG , xΦ and xΦ  if the plane coupling is neglected.  276 

The sub-cases (1.i) and (1.ii) are referred to as “xy coupled (with damper)” and “y 277 

uncoupled (with damper)”, respectively. It should be noted that the modal coupling in the y-278 

plane is always considered in these cases. 279 

Case 2: without (w/o) damper. The case is considered when no damper is attached to the 280 

cable. So the natural frequencies as well as the mode shapes in the two cable planes are 281 

identical, which is true for a taut string. Following sub-cases can occur, varying from complex 282 

to simple cases: 283 

(2.i). Modal coupling and plane coupling are considered. Then the stability analysis can be 284 

conducted by solving the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (24) with the elimination of the conjugate 285 

terms, i.e. xA , yA , xG , yG , xΦ  and yΦ . 286 
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(2.ii). Plane coupling is considered and modal coupling are negligible. This sub-case is 287 

referred to as “xy coupled (w/o damper).” The case falls into the 2DOF model of coupled 288 

translational galloping, in which the condition for the occurrence of galloping in the kth x-plane 289 

and the kth y-plane modes is given by (Nguyen et al. 2015):  290 

 , , , 0a xy k eqC   (32) 291 

where 292 

 2
, , , , , , , , , , , ,Re tr tr 4deta xy k eq a xy k eq a xy k eq a xy k eqC    

 
C C C  (33) 293 

       T
0

0

, , ,
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2

L

ka xy k kq e ae U z z b z dz  C Ψ C Ψ  (34) 294 
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0

0k x

k
k

y

z



 
 
  

Ψ  (35) 295 

in which tr(.) and det(.) stand for the trace and determinant of a matrix, respectively. 296 

If the aerodynamic coefficients are constant along the structure, the conditions in Eq. (32) 297 

drastically simplify to the following closed form (Nguyen et al. 2015): 298 

 , 0a xyC   (36) 299 

where 300 

      2
, 0 0 0Re tr tr 4deta xy a a aC    

 
C C C   (37) 301 

The aerodynamic damping term given by Eq. (37), along with the condition in Eq. (36), 302 

agrees with the equivalent conditions derived for 2DOF coupled translational galloping of a 303 

uniform structures in uniform wind by Jones (1992) and Macdonald and Larose (2008a), but 304 

here Eqs.(33)-(35), along with the condition in Eq.(32), are still applicable for non-uniform 305 

structures in non-uniform wind.  306 

(2.iii).  Plane coupling and modal coupling are neglected. It is common to consider across-307 

wind galloping of a single mode, in which the wind is along the x-direction, and the along-wind 308 

vibrations are ignored. This sub-case is referred to as “y uncoupled (w/o damper).” This case 309 
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is relevant when the along-wind and across-wind modes are well separated (Luongo and 310 

Piccardo 2005; Macdonald and Larose 2008b; Nikitas and Macdonald 2014). Then the 311 

conditions in Eq.(32) and Eq. (36) are reduced to (Nguyen et al. 2015): 312 

  , , , 0a y k eqC   (38) 313 

where  314 

            , , ,

0

2
,

1

2a y k eq d le k

L

yU z bC z C z C zz dzz       (39) 315 

If the aerodynamic coefficients are constant along the structure, the condition in Eq. (38) 316 

turns to the well-known Glauert-Den Hartog condition for 1DOF across-wind galloping: 317 

 0d lC C   (40) 318 

It should be noted that conventional galloping analysis, for a single across-wind mode or 319 

identical coupled modes in the two planes, addresses the critical cases of galloping occurrence 320 

in the first mode in each plane. This is correct if the aerodynamic coefficients are constant, and 321 

then the conditions for galloping occurrence are given by Eqs. (36) and (40). However, when 322 

the aerodynamic coefficients vary along the structure, it is possible that the conditions given in 323 

Eqs. (32) and (38) are not satisfied for the first mode but are satisfied for higher modes. In this 324 

case, the structure is stable in the first mode but unstable in higher modes. 325 

The analytical framework described above provides a procedure to conduct galloping 326 

analysis in the complex field. If the damper is very close to the cable anchorage, it may result 327 

in weak complexity in the structural motion. Then the added damping could be considered as 328 

a perturbation of the undamped cable, and the problem could be addressed with another 329 

approach such as perturbation analysis (Luongo et al. 2008; Luongo and Zulli 2014). However, 330 

the proposed method is more general and exact so is applicable for any damper location or 331 

other parameter values, in which case the complexity may not be so weak. 332 

 333 

 334 
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Application 335 

As an example, a taut bridge cable with an attached viscous damper in the y-plane (vertical 336 

plane) is considered, as in Pacheco et al. (1993), in which the parameters are L=215.11 m, 337 

b=0.2 m, d/L=0.08, T=3.69x106 N, m=98.6 kg/m. To focus on studying the effect of the 338 

attached damper, the cable is considered as an undamped one when no damper device is 339 

attached. The cable is assumed to be inclined at 20o with respect to the horizontal plane. The 340 

bridge is located in terrain characterized by a roughness length z0 = 0.3 m. The wind direction 341 

is taken to be in the x-direction, i.e. normal to the cable axis and =0. It is assumed that the 342 

mean wind velocity profile follows the logarithmic rule and the turbulence has negligible effect 343 

on the aerodynamic coefficients of the cable. The reference height is ze = 10 m above the 344 

ground. The non-dimensional function for mean wind profile is given by: 345 

     
 

0

0

ln /

ln /e

z z
z

z z
   (41) 346 

As the damper is near the cable anchorage, the natural frequencies of the damper-cable 347 

system can be taken as in Eq. (13). In addition, assuming that the damper is optimised for the 348 

first mode of cable vibration, the optimised damping ratio for that mode is approximately 349 

(Krenk 2000; Main and Jones 2002): 350 

   
2opt

d

L
   (42) 351 

In the presence of the damper, the modes in the y-plane are complex. First two mode shapes 352 

in the y-plane are already shown in Fig. 2. 353 

To investigate the galloping behaviour when the damper is attached to the cable, the 354 

aerodynamic coefficients for an ice-accreted cable are taken from wind tunnel tests by 355 

Gjelstrup et al. (2012). The examined coefficients are Cd=0.95, Cl=0.23, C’d=1.77, C’l=-2.43, 356 

for angle of attack -30 associated with reference axes system defined in Gjelstrup et al. (2012) 357 

but they can be considered for the angle of attack =0 in this paper just by rotating the 358 

reference axes. The mass of the ice is assumed to be negligible relative to the mass of the cable. 359 
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In the galloping analysis, 10 structural modes in each plane are considered. The plane 360 

coupling and modal coupling are taken into account.  361 

Fig. 3 shows the real parts of the first 20 eigenvalues corresponding to the first 20 modes 362 

of the coupled system versus the mean wind velocity at the reference height ze. The lighter lines 363 

correspond to the higher system modes. Here the term “system modes” refers to modes of the 364 

whole system of the structure and the wind, and it is distinguished from the structural modes, 365 

which depend only on the structure itself and are independent of the wind. Based on the 366 

eigenvalues, the stability condition of different modes can be determined.  367 

Two important points can be realised. Firstly, for the odd system modes, which essentially 368 

correspond to along-wind vibrations, the real parts of the eigenvalues are always negative, i.e. 369 

they are stable. Meanwhile, for the even system modes, which correspond to predominantly 370 

across-wind vibrations, the real parts of the eigenvalues become positive for U(ze)≥70 m/s. 371 

Secondly, the system is more unstable in lower system modes. These observations imply that 372 

the stability of the system can be evaluated through only the lowest predominantly across-wind 373 

system mode. 374 

The eigenvalues shown in Fig. 3 are rigorous solutions, allowing for complex modes due 375 

to the presence of the damper and the modal coupling in each plane. As mentioned in the 376 

previous section, to identify the significance of different effects, it is useful to compare the 377 

results with those obtained from simplified analyses, without the damper and/or without the 378 

plane coupling. For this purpose, four cases (1.i), (1.ii), (2.ii) and (2.iii), described in the 379 

previous section, are considered. Case (2.i) is not included here because it falls into case (2.ii), 380 

resulting from the reason stated above that the stability of the system can be evaluated through 381 

only the first system mode in each plane. 382 

Fig. 3 shows the stability of all 20 system modes included in the analysis, but since a 383 

structural system is unstable if there is at least one eigenvalue with a positive real part, using 384 

only the maximum value of the real parts of the eigenvalues determines the stability of the 385 

system. Therefore, to compare the four cases mentioned above, Fig. 4 shows the maximum 386 
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values of the real parts of the eigenvalues of the system, for each case, versus the mean wind 387 

velocity at the reference height. 388 

 Looking at the simplest case of the undamped cable where the vibrations in the two planes 389 

are uncoupled, i.e. case (2.iii), it can be seen that the maximum real parts of the eigenvalues 390 

(dashed line) are positive, implying that the structural system is unstable. This is because 391 

, 1.48 0a y d lC C C      (Eq. (40)). If the plane coupling is taken into account (2DOF 392 

perfectly tuned system), i.e. case (2.ii), the maximum real parts of the eigenvalues (dotted line) 393 

are more positive. This shows that the plane coupling makes the structure more unstable than 394 

neglecting it. In other words, neglecting such a coupling can overestimate the stability of the 395 

structure.  396 

It is worth noting that the eigenvalue lines in the figure mentioned above (i.e. case 2.ii and 397 

2.iii) pass through the origin and do not provide any critical velocity. This is because, with the 398 

assumption of an undamped cable, the real parts of all the eigenvalues are simply proportional 399 

to the wind speed, so they pass through the origin (i.e. they are neutrally stable for no wind), 400 

and the gradient indicates the stability in relation to the wind speed (Luongo and Piccardo 2005; 401 

Macdonald and Larose 2006). Adding damping brings the each line down and gives a critical 402 

wind speed where it crosses the horizontal axis and which is proportional to the added damping 403 

ratio. 404 

When the damper is installed, the stability of the structure is clearly improved. If the plane 405 

coupling is neglected, i.e. case (1.ii), for the chosen values, the structural system is still stable 406 

for wind velocities up to 80 m/s (cross line). However, the situation changes if the plane 407 

coupling is considered (case (1.i)). In this case, the maximum real parts of the eigenvalues 408 

(continuous bold line) are positive, i.e. the structure is potentially unstable, for U(ze) ≥ 70 m/s 409 

as already seen Fig. 3. So, disregarding the plane coupling can considerably overestimate the 410 

critical velocity for the occurrence of galloping. This observation highlights the importance of 411 

the plane coupling. Neglecting it can give rise to results unsafe to the structure.  412 
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As mentioned in the introduction, the complexity of the mode shapes has not been 413 

considered in previous galloping analyses. Instead, the mode shapes in the y-plane (cable-414 

damper plane) have implicitly been treated as real by considering them the same as the mode 415 

shapes in the orthogonal plane, where there is no attached damper. Rigorously, this approach 416 

is incorrect as the mode shapes in the two cable planes are different when a damper is attached 417 

to the cable, so then they affect the galloping condition as shown in Eqs. (32)-(40). This means 418 

that the complex mode shapes affect the stability of the system. 419 

To understand the role of the complex mode shapes, galloping analysis of the cable-damper 420 

system herein is conducted with and without considering the complexity of the y-plane mode 421 

shapes ϕy(z). The analysis comprises 4 cases:  422 

(1.i) The vibrations in the x-plane and y-plane are coupled, and ϕy(z) are treated as complex. 423 

As being investigating the role of complex mode shape, this rigorous case is renamed “xy 424 

coupled (ϕy complex)”. 425 

(1.i.r) The two planes are coupled, and ϕy(z) are treated as the same as ϕx(z), i.e. ϕy(z) are 426 

real. This case, named “xy coupled (ϕy real)”,  is a simplification of the case (1.i). 427 

 (1.ii.) The two planes are uncoupled, and ϕy(z) are treated as complex. For the same reason 428 

for the case (1.i) above, this case is renamed “y uncoupled (ϕy complex)”. 429 

(1.ii.r) The two planes are uncoupled, and ϕy(z) are treated as the same as ϕx(z). This case, 430 

named “y uncoupled (ϕy real)”,  is a simplification of the case (1.ii). 431 

It should be noted that in all four cases, the damping of the modes in the y-plane is taken as 432 

that in the presence of the damper. Strictly, the real mode shapes are not compatible with this 433 

but, this is effectively what has been done in previous galloping analysis in which the damping 434 

effect of the damper has been considered but the complexity of the mode shapes has been 435 

neglected.  436 

Fig. 5 plots the maximum real part of the eigenvalues of these four cases, versus the mean 437 

wind velocity at the reference height. It can be seen as before that, when the y-plane mode 438 

shapes ϕy(z) are treated as complex, the real parts of the eigenvalues are positive, i.e. the system 439 
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is unstable, for U(ze) ≥ 70 m/s and for U(ze) ≥ 80 m/s with the plane coupling (continuous line) 440 

and without the plane coupling (cross line), respectively. These results have already been 441 

shown in Fig. 4 and discussed above. For real ϕy(z), i.e. ϕy(z)= ϕx(z), the critical velocities 442 

increase up to 73 m/s with the plane coupling (dash line) and 85 m/s without the plane coupling 443 

(dotted line). This indicates the role of the complexity of the mode shapes. Ignoring it can 444 

overestimate the critical velocity for the occurrence of galloping, which is unsafe for the 445 

structure. 446 

In the above examples, only one set of aerodynamic parameters has been used, but the 447 

analysis demonstrates the role of the attached damper, the complex modes and the plane 448 

coupling in affecting the stability of the cable-damper system in the wind. For other 449 

aerodynamic coefficients, e.g. from Richardson (1988) or Gjelstrup et al. (2012), the behaviour 450 

has been found to be qualitatively the same when identifying the effect of the complex modes 451 

as shown in the Fig.5. In all cases of negative d lC C , the critical wind speeds are reduced 452 

when considering the complex modes. The specific gradients and critical wind velocities vary 453 

depending on the parameters. The example shown has demonstrated that the effects can be 454 

significant and the same method can be applied to any other specific case to obtain the relevant 455 

results. Consequently, it is unsafe to ignore the complexity of the modes.  456 

In the meanwhile, the plane coupling may be beneficial or detrimental to the structural 457 

stability depending on the aerodynamic coefficients. For example, for Cd=0.99, Cl=0.13, C’d=-458 

0.96, C’l=-1.26 (Gjelstrup et al. 2012), the plane coupling is beneficial as the critical velocity 459 

for the coupled 2DOF galloping is higher than that for 1DOF galloping. In contrast, for 460 

Cd=1.07, Cl=0.6, C’d=1.06, C’l=-1.39 (Richardson 1988), the plane coupling is beneficial as 461 

the critical velocity for the coupled 2DOF galloping is higher than that for 1DOF galloping. 462 

The role of plane coupling on aeroelastic stability of cables has previously been reported in the 463 

literature, e.g. in Luongo and Piccardo (2005); Macdonald and Larose (2008b).  464 

 465 

 466 
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Conclusions  467 

Viscous dampers have been used widely on cable-stayed bridges to dampen cable oscillations. 468 

Complexity of the mode shapes and natural frequencies is a particular characteristic of the 469 

cable-damper system. A number of studies have been made on this system mainly to find the 470 

optimal damping ratio for the purposes of damper design. Meanwhile, previous literature on 471 

cable galloping ignored the complexity of the mode shapes. This approach, however, is not 472 

accurate as the modal interactions are affected by the complexity of the mode shapes. Rigorous 473 

analysis of the galloping of a cable-damper system has not previously been conducted. 474 

To address this omission, this paper has developed a general framework to study the 475 

problem of galloping instability of a stay cable with two orthogonal attached viscous dampers, 476 

one in each principal cable plane. To be as general as possible, the complex mode shapes, the 477 

modal coupling, the plane coupling and variations of the width of cross-section, mean wind 478 

velocity and aerodynamic coefficients along the cable are all taken into account. The analysis 479 

for the particular case that only one damper is attached to the cable is obtained by setting the 480 

damping coefficient associated with the undamped cable plane as zero. 481 

Based on aerodynamic data from the literature, obtained from wind tunnel tests of a stay 482 

cable accreted with ice, numerical application of the proposed theory reveals several crucial 483 

points of engineering significance. Firstly, the stability analysis can be conducted based on 484 

only the first system mode predominantly in the across-wind plane since it is the most critical 485 

mode. Secondly, the plane coupling is particularly important. It is shown that the plane 486 

coupling may cause critical wind velocities considerably lower than if the plane coupling is 487 

ignored. Finally, allowing for the complexity of the mode shapes may cause the cable to be 488 

more unstable than if it is ignored, as in common analyses. 489 

All the analyses carried out in this paper are based on assumptions that the sag, bending 490 

stiffness and nonlinearity of the cable are negligible. As a preliminary step, this choice is 491 

justified by the desire of checking the potential occurrence of critical situations that are 492 

unpredictable by means of conventional engineering models. Since the results illustrated in this 493 
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paper confirm such critical situations, other features could now be included in the analysis such 494 

as those mentioned above or other types of dampers. These features may change the dynamic 495 

behaviour of the cable subjected to the wind. Galloping analysis in these instances therefore 496 

deserves further investigations. For the onset of galloping, nonlinear effects can be linearised 497 

about the equilibrium condition. Other structural effects will affect the structural modes but the 498 

general framework and the coupled translational galloping analysis presented are still valid.  499 
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 507 

Appendix: Motion of a damped system 508 

Homogeneous solutions of Eq. (1) have the following form: 509 

    , tq z t z e  (A.1) 510 

Substituting Eq. (A.1) into Eq. (1), the eigenvalue problem is obtained: 511 

      2 0m z z z      D K  (A.2) 512 

Eq. (A.2) gives an infinite number of solutions for the eigenvalues  ( 1,2,...)k k   and 513 

associated eigenvectors  k z .  514 

Let     T

k k k kz z     ψ . Then  ,k k ψ and  T,j j ψ  are respectively the right and 515 

left homogeneous eigensolutions of the following state space system derived from Eq.(1): 516 

      , , ,z t z t z t ΓQ HQ f  (A.3) 517 

where 518 
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Consequently, the following relationships are established: 520 

 k k k  Γψ Hψ 0  (A.4) 521 

and  T T
j j j  Γ ψ H ψ 0  (A.5) 522 

Pre-multiplying both sides of Eq. (A.4) and Eq. (A.5) by T
jψ  and T

kψ , respectively, and 523 

then integrating the obtained equations over the domain [0 L], yields: 524 

 T T

0 0

0
L L

k j k j kdz dz   ψ Γψ ψ Hψ  (A.6) 525 

 T T

0 0

0
L L

j j k j kdz dz   ψ Γψ ψ Hψ  (A.7) 526 

Subtracting Eq. (A.7) from Eq. (A.8), the bi-orthogonality of the eigenvectors is obtained: 527 

 T

0

L

j k k jkdz g ψ Γψ  (A.8) 528 

and  T

0

L

j k k jkdz h ψ Γψ  (A.9) 529 

where jk is the Kronecker delta function; gk and hk are constants and complex in general. 530 

From Eq.(A.2), (A.8) and (A.9), it is possible to show that: 531 

 0k k kg h    (A.10) 532 

It should be noted from Eq. (A.8) that if the damping is not proportional to the mass, it 533 

gives: 534 

      
0

0 for
L

j k j km z z dz j k       (A.11) 535 

This means that the mode shapes  k z  are not orthogonal with each other. For the case of 536 

proportional damping, the classical orthogonality of mode shapes is valid. 537 
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As all the eigenvectors kψ  are linearly independent, there exists a set of functions 538 

  , 1,2,...kp t k  such that: 539 

    
1

, j j
j

z t p t




Q ψ  (A.12) 540 

where  jp t  is referred to as the modal coordinate. 541 

Inserting Eq. (A.12) into Eq. (A.3), then pre-multiplying both sides of the obtained equation 542 

by T
kψ  and integrating it over the domain [0 L], it results in: 543 

     T T T

1 10 0 0

L L L

j k k j k k j
k k

p t dz p t dz dz
 

 

    ψ Γψ ψ Hψ ψ f  (A.13) 544 

Applying the bi-orthogonality in Eq. (A.8-A.9) and the relationship in Eq. (A.10), the 545 

equation of motion Eq. (1) can be decoupled into a series of the first order differential equations 546 

for SDOF systems:  547 

      1
k k k k

k

p t p t f t
g

   (A.14) 548 

where   T

0

L

k kf t dz ψ f  is the modal force. 549 

Similar, but not the same, derivations of decoupled equations of motion for non-550 

proportional damped systems as in Eq. (A.14) can be found widely in the literature, e.g. in the 551 

standard textbook Hurty and Rubinstein (1964), which treated for MDOF systems and for 552 

symmetric matrices Γ  and H containing self-adjoint operators. The derivation described above 553 

extends to a continuous system. In addition, by employing a fundamental technique in linear 554 

algebra with the left and right eigenvectors of the homogeneous system of Eq. (A.3), it does 555 

not require any condition for either the symmetry of the related matrices or adjointability of 556 

the operators. So the derivation herein is also valid for general asymmetric matrices with non-557 

self-adjoint operators.       558 

Now, following is a proposed demonstration of how imaginary parts of complex mode 559 

shapes and modal coordinates contribute to the response.  560 
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The modal response related to mode n is given by: 561 

          ,n n nn nq z t z p t z p t    (A.15) 562 

As  ,n z  and  np t  are complex, they can be expressed in terms of real and imaginary 563 

parts as: 564 

      R Iin nnz z z     (A. 16) 565 

      R Iin n np t p t p t   (A. 17) 566 

where    R I, nn z z  ,  Rnp t  and  Inp t  are real functions, in which the subscripts “R” and 567 

“I” stand for “Real” and “Imaginary” parts.  568 

Inserting Eqs. (A.16) and (A.17) into Eq. (A.15), yields: 569 

          IIRR, 2 nn nn nq z t z p t z p t      (A. 18) 570 

It can be realised that the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (A.18) appears due to 571 

the complexity of  ,n z  and  np t . Their imaginary parts contribute to the modal responses, 572 

hence to the total response of the structure. If the mode shapes are real, the total response can 573 

be computed based on only the real parts. 574 
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 653 

List of figure captions 654 

Figure 1. A taut cable with an attached viscous damper in the y-plane. 655 

Figure 2. (a) First and (b) second mode in the y-plane for a cable with an attached damper at 656 

d/L=0.08, optimised for the first mode. 657 

Figure 3. Real part of the first 20 eigenvalues of the system (xy coupled, with damper). 658 

Figure 4. Maximum real part of the eigenvalues of the system, with and without the damper 659 

and with and without coupling the two planes. 660 

Figure 5. Comparison of maximum real part of eigenvalues with and without considering the 661 

complexity of the y-plane mode shapes and with and without the coupling between the planes. 662 
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